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As the Marketsmith team developed client strategies for 2020 our planning sessions 
leaned into historical data to inform our solutions-based strategies. We strengthened our 
client partnerships, we collaborated, and we set forth to deliver the best service and 
expertise. 

What is that saying about the best-laid plans going awry? That certainly is an 
understatement in the days of the COVID-19 global pandemic.

So what do we do when these things happen? We take a step back, evaluate the plan, 
and formulate a new one. But that plan needs to be agile, flexible, and rooted in 
principles of delivering the best outcomes for our clients.

We looked back at the media landscape during other uncertain times in our recent 
history: how brands were reacting; where growth opportunities were; how and where we 
engaged with media.

The collective experience and expertise of the Marketsmith team has prepared us for the 
uncertain. We are engaged with our clients daily, executing agile, flexible media plans. We 
lean on our data insights to guide us through what is now expected to be a very new 
“normal.”

Our media experts will be providing marketplace updates regularly via this report, and we 
invite you to engage with us to ensure your success during this time in our history.

Looking forward,
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BRAND AWARENESS

• Brands that pulled back on advertising during the 2008-09 financial crisis saw an 
average decline of -39% brand awareness when taking TV out of their media mix 
for six months.

• It will cost more money later to get that awareness back to pre-COVID-19 levels.

• 80% of Americans are likely to support a brand that takes action and helps  
communities impacted by COVID-19.

TESTING INTO NEW MEDIA CHANNELS

• Due to increased inventory and cost efficiencies, testing new media vehicles to 
engage consumers is more affordable.

• Direct Mail offers an opportunity for B2C advertisers to stand out when there is less 
marketing mail cluttering our mailboxes.

• Social media usage has increased across all networks, specifically where messaging 
and video calls are available.
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INSIGHTS OVERVIEW

Key Takeaways: Importance of 

Presence in Marketplace 

SIGNIFICANT INCREASE IN MEDIA CONSUMPTION ACROSS ALL CHANNELS

• Television viewership has increased +14% year over year in the last eight weeks.

• Streaming video viewership has increased +61%.

• Increase in Social Media activity centers around TV Programs

• Digital content engagement has increased by +2% day over day since COVID-19 

became a national pandemic, adding 30 million display opportunities every day.

• 28% of Adults 18+ are listening to more streaming audio and podcasts

• YouTube’s average video views and engagement per day have grown +92% YOY

• Long form is seeing expanded investment in the Health & Fitness, Household 

categories as brands respond to the increase in TV viewership.

• More than 83% of Americans are spending more time with terrestrial radio.

“Decisions without 
actions are pointless. 
Actions without 
decisions are reckless.”

― John Boyd, 
Air Force and US Army



CURRENT MEDIA TRENDS

Ensuring brand stability and performance are just a couple of the things MSI is 

committed to during these uncertain times: We are making smart, data-driven 

media investments; agility in adopting new media vehicles to engage with 

consumers; creating flexible media strategies to ensure we can quickly pivot as 

things are ever-changing. This is our approach:

Opportunity to Remain Relevant
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• Promotions: Financing, 
free delivery, flash sales, 
etc. 

• Re-engaging loyal 
customer segments via 
email. 

• With decreased ad 
demand in certain 
mediums, price 
advantages should 
be utilized.

• Adjust messaging 
to be empathetic 
and relevant.

• Pivoting quickly to adjust 
media channel mixes to 
respond to increased 
media consumption.

• Develop/rework creative 
assets to address 
investment in new 
media channels.

• Demonstrate 
leadership and 
commitment to your 
community.

• Recognize and thank 
essential workers 
whose jobs are critical 
to the health and 
safety of our 
communities.

Communicate
Business
Challenges

Leverage
Media
Marketplace
Conditions

Recognize
Needs and
Sensitivities

Future
Success

Do Good



According to data published by Verizon in their latest network update report (4/3/20), 
Americans are talking to each other again after a steady decline over the past years.

HOW AMERICANS ARE SPENDING TIME
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*Based on peak data hour usage March 12 vs . March 19
Source: Verizon Media 

*Based on peak data hour usage April 2 vs . March 26
Source: Verizon Media

Total voice usage on Verizon networks is 
up by +25%

• Individuals working from home are 
accessing conference call services

• Wireless voice usage is up +10% with 
call durations up +15%

• With more people working from home 
and students engaging in online 
learning and telehealth, web traffic 
increased (+20% to +24% ) as did 
access to VPN (+34% to +40%)

• During peak usage hours, people are 
turning to gaming to pass time

• Gaming increased 102% versus pre-
pandemic 

• Video Streaming increased by 33%

• Social Media remained flat

Type of Data Week Over Week Increase

Total voice usage* 25%

Wireless voice usage* 10%

Call Durations* 15%

VPN Traffic** 40%

Web Traffic** 24%

Video** 33%

Downloads** 27%

Gaming** 102%

Social Media usage* 0% flat



Continued Shift in TV
TV Viewership During Shelter at Home

8Source: iSpot, SambaTV

TELEVISION TRENDS

• There are 32 states under shelter-in-place orders (as of 
4/27/2020).

• TV viewership continues to grow YoY (+9%) with viewers 
shifting to new and different networks, dayparts, and 
programming.

• ESPN Primetime saw a 63% increase in viewership YoY 
driven by “The Last Dance”,  a documentary focusing on 
Michael Jordan and the Bulls. 

• The larger impacts from COVID-19 have continued to
come from the work-from-home from home workforce.

People who work from home 
watch 14% more traditional 

television vs. non-remote 
workers.

Cable News, Lifestyle, and Kids’ Network
Verticals Experiencing Significant Growth
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Key Programming Highlights
News, Entertainment, and Children’s Programming 
on the Rise

• The top seven cable news networks continue 
to show viewership growth in early morning 
and daytime and early fringe dayparts.   

• All day viewership on the news networks has 
increased WoW, MoM, and YoY.

• The two highest rated financial networks (FOX 
Business and CNBC) recorded increases across 
most dayparts

• Early fringe increased by almost 106% YoY.

• Daytime had a nearly 140% increase.

• Children’s/Teen programming on Disney XD, 
Nickelodeon, Nick Jr., and Disney continues to 
grow.

• Daytime viewing of children’s programming has 
increased 31% YoY.

• Much of the children’s programming is co-viewed 
with parents.  

Source: Comscore

TELEVISION TRENDS
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Social TV Activity
TV and Social Media Converge as an Increase in Social 
Media Activity Centers Around TV Programs

• As consumers shelter in their homes, they are 
turning to social media to pass time

• Audiences have a lot to say about TV, 

streaming, and movie options 
• There is an increase in social media activity 

across TV genres 
• The biggest upticks are in news programs, 

family movies, and streaming services.

Source:2020 Nielsen Company 

TELEVISION TRENDS

• The lack of  live sports programming has forced 
sports enthusiasts to view sports-adjacent 
programming in several genres.

• MLB fans, for example, have focused their viewing 
on “Man v. Food” and “FOX Business Network.”

• The same segment has also turned to streaming 
with “Last Chance U” and “Jack Ryan.” 



Media Upfronts Go Digital, 

Postpone Presentations

The May presentations previewing the upcoming fall series and celebrating their sales success 
have been cancelled. This includes the traditional broadcast and cable upfronts, and the digital 
media Newfronts that have become standard in recent years. During Upfronts, brands with large 
TV investments typically 50%-75% of their key annual TV inventory placements across  
broadcast, cable, and syndication.
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There is a significant amount of unsold network inventory with the 
postponement of live regular-season sports and the Summer Olympics. 
Brands now have a low-cost opportunity to test into a broadcast media 
strategy. 

KEY 

INSIGHT

• Fall programming remains a big question as TV production has come to a standstill, leading to uncertainty 
in current-season cancellations and new season pilot pickups. 

• Industry leaders are considering a calendar Upfront that will begin in October which would push Upfront 
presentations to later in the year. 

• Upfront spending has been increasing YOY

• TV has seen smaller spend increases versus digital, where the increases are in the double digits

• The conservative projected increases for 2020 are in jeopardy as media buyers and brands will not be going 
to market until the landscape has settled

Sources: eMarketer and Adweek

TELEVISION TRENDS



• The postponement of the Summer Olympics leaves NBC with a $1.25 billion-plus ad 

revenue hole for 2020 across national and local markets.

o On March 31, the IOC announced the new dates for the 2020 Tokyo Olympics:

▪ The Games will take place from July 23-August 8, 2021

▪ They will still be named the Olympic Games Tokyo 2020

o The Paralympic Games will be held from August 24-September 5, 2021.

• National and local political advertising has slowed dramatically and will stay at low 

levels until primaries resume by state.
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Television Trends
Inventory Opens Up 

(Olympics & Presidential Primaries)

Source: Adweek

KEY 

INSIGHT

Major postponements open up inventory and increase efficiencies to local 
and national advertisers. 

TELEVISION TRENDS



• Local dayparts in morning news, early news, and late news have seen a significant 
increase in viewership and ratings.  

• Increased viewership in the General Drama category indicates an increase in 
primetime viewership, thus indicating an increase in overall viewership.

• Networks such as NBCUniversal are reducing available ad inventory in order to add 
more content to their channel.

o This change does not affect local market inventory.
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Local Spot TV
News Daypart on the Rise

Source: Neilsen and Comscore

The top DMAs are driving the increase in viewership growth 

KEY 

INSIGHT

This is a prime opportunity for B2C businesses to test into and heavy-up in 
local markets to increase brand awareness and sales. 

TELEVISION TRENDS



• Video streaming platforms are taking advantage of the ideal conditions created by COVID-19 to increase their 
subscribers and viewership spending over $113.4 million dollars in marketing vs a spend of $30.6 million in 
the same period last year.

• CTV continues to grow in comparison to Mobile, Tablet, and Desktop. It is the only device to experience an 
increase in ad revenue at 8.6% and a substantial decrease in CPM at -41.6%

• HULU ($20.4M), Apple TV ($19.3M), Amazon Prime Video ($17.6M), AT&T ($12.5M), Quibi ($12.1M), Disney+ 
($7.1M, Sling TV ($5.9M), YouTube ($5.3M), Netflix ($4.0M), HBO Max ($2.7M)

• Spend in this channel is paying off as 32% of people have reported subscribing to a new service or signing up 
for a free trial since social distancing has been in place.

• Upcoming launches: HBO Max on 5/27 and NBCU's Peacock on 7/15

o nues to propel a

d revenue growth
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Non-Linear Video (CTV/OTT) 

Gaining Share

KEY 

INSIGHT
Economic changes may drive up demand on ad-based streaming services

TELEVISION TRENDS

Source: Slightly



o Hulu compared to this time last year is seeing an increase in viewership by 48% with 
increases WoW in engagements across all devices

o Viewers are gravitating toward comedies and “comfort” TV shows

• Categories that saw the biggest jumps in viewers watching were movies and kids' content

• Viewing of live news content on Hulu+Live TV continues to increase. Last week, live news 
viewing was up 31% vs. the week prior and was up 58 % vs. the week before last

• “Binge” behavior is starting to increase. Sessions grew 30% over last week (4/6) compared to 
the beginning of March

• One thing to note, as consumers become more money conscious as the weeks pass, paid TV and TV 
subscriptions could be impacted and eventually see a continued decline in users.

o Ad-based, free streaming services like Tubi, Xumo, Vudu, etc. may become a better solution in the 
weeks coming up

o One third of streaming views are currently attributed to the following apps: Disney+, Tubi, Pluto, CBS 
All Access, and Hallmark Movies channel
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Non-Linear Video (CTV/OTT) 

Gaining Share

KEY 

INSIGHT
Economic changes may drive up demand on ad-based streaming services.

TELEVISION TRENDS

Source: Hulu, Slightly 



RADIO / AUDIO
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Terrestrial Radio
Steady During COVID-19 Crisis

Source: Neilsen and Comscore

Radio listenership has increased 
across Adults, Men, Women 18+

Radio listenership is happening at 
home versus in the car, in the office, 
during commute

Radio serves as a source of 
information during the crisis

Radio hosts are still broadcasting 
from home during their normal 
dayparts and audiences are tuning in 
to their favorite DJs 

KEY 

INSIGHT

Nielsen study shows 83% of Americans report spending the same or more 
time with radio

Radio remains a trusted and empathetic medium and its community connection is especially important during 
these times.

The biggest increases in non-streaming entertainment like listening to podcasts and the radio were seen last 
week. Radio saw a 22% jump in listenership. In fact, iHeart Media expanded 65 of their morning shows by an 
hour to satisfy listener demand as evidenced, in part, by increased social media engagement.

In a recent study, Nielsen/MRC says more than half of music consumers are going back in time when choosing 
music during the pandemic. The interest in classic rock and older tracks from country artists is keeping these two 
formats healthy in addition to news, talk, and sports.



• Streaming audio has increased overall as more of the American workforce is working 
from home, with services creating custom stations targeted to the remote worker. 

• Classic rock and deep cuts from country artists are providing comfort during 
the COVID-19 pandemic as Americans stream older songs instead of the latest pop 
releases. With many pop artists delaying release dates and postponing or 
canceling tours, Nielsen Music/MRC Data reports a decrease in pop music 
streaming.

• Pandora conducted a study surveying 1,995 Pandora listeners from March 20-23, 
weighted by gender and age to reflect the composition of registered Pandora 
listeners, to see how COVID-19 was impacting listeners' daily lives.
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Streaming Audio and Podcasts 
Growth Expands Despite Fewer Commuters

Source: Pandora

o 59% of users are spending more time listening alone, while 34% are spending time co-
listening with their families at home.

o 50% of users are spending the same amount of time they usually do listening (per 
device).

o Spikes in engagement have been seen on smart/connected home devices due to co-
listening habits with 30K-70K new devices per day.

o Politics/news and kids' music have seen increases as well as folk, classical, and country 
music.

o Device listening is above daily forecast the last 7 days (as of 4/14), showing an increase 
of up to +20% since “pre-pandemic”.

o 3/23-3/29, Pandora had 380k listeners activate on smart/connected home devices 
(activate means the first time that listener has listened to Pandora on that device), up 
45% (118k) from the week prior to the pandemic.

KEY 

INSIGHT

At-home listening can drive strong engagement opportunity for advertisers 
utilizing audio

RADIO / AUDIO
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Streaming Audio and Podcasts 
Growth Expands Despite Fewer Commuters

• Podcasts have also been able to react quickly in terms of content. The number of 
shows and episodes centered on COVID-19, pandemics, and public health has 
skyrocketed

o News and Business podcast genres are starting to see a decrease, 
suggesting people may be starting to tune out COVID-19 news. However, 
these genres are still seeing an increase in downloads YTD.

o Lighter content continues to grow such as Comedy, Sports, Society & 
Culture, and Kid categories as listeners are looking for entertainment

• Despite a disruption in normal listening habits during the past six weeks, total 
podcast download growth since the first week of January is up 20% through 4/20 
and audience growth is up 4% across all Podtrac-measured podcasts.
o Podcast listening has shifted from peak-week day commuting hours to now 

weekends due to COVID-19.

o Majority of cancellations/re-bookings have been from DR clients, while 
brand advertising remains healthy.

RADIO / AUDIO

Source: PodTrac



• Pinterest is seeing -
• 60% increase in search YoY

• 43% increase in board creations YoY

• 30% increase in pin click-throughs

• Pinners are searching for solutions. They want ideas for upended travel plans, kids 
stuck at home, working—and working out—from home, and so much more. 
Searches like “how to entertain bored kids” and educational activities related to 
germs are rising.

• Pinners are planning for future moments. When the present is uncertain, it can be 
nice to have a place to plan for the future. Searches for “weddings” and “birthdays” 
are as high as ever, and people are still planning for upcoming seasonal events.

• Pinners are seeking positivity. The constant stream of news online can get 
overwhelming. More than ever, people need a positive corner on the internet. 
Searches for “keeping calm” and “staying calm” increased 31% in the last two weeks 
vs. the two weeks prior. And people are keeping their spirits up with searches like 
“quarantine funny” rising, too.

• Search trends – Pinterest has seen an uptick in searches for -

o Health, Wellness, and Self Care

o 4.3x self-care at home

o 3x home exercise routines

o Parenting & Home-Schooling

o 17.5x WFH with Kids

o 14x Indoor Activities for kids
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Pinterest – Engaged Consumer 

Searching for Content

Source: Pinterest, Tailwind

KEY 

INSIGHT

Pinners are searching & saving in historically high volumes due to being 
home and having more time to be inspired and try something new.

SOCIAL

o Beauty & Personal Care
o 5x Home Haircuts
o 2x Fun Makeup looks & DIY Manicures

o Entertainment
o 125x increase for Family Movies
o 10x Family Activities at Home

o Holiday and Events –
o 20x increase for virtual graduation parties
o 30x increase for Mother's Day at Home



• People are using Facebook as a news source to stay informed. Overall U.S. click-through traffic 
from Facebook to other websites increased by more than 50% week ending April 24 from the 
week before, “almost entirely” owing to intense interest in the virus.

o As of April 30, more than half the articles being consumed on Facebook in the United 
States were related to COVID-19.

o WhatsApp, Facebook and Instagram have all experienced a 45%+ increase in usage from 
adults younger than 35. 

o Globally, Facebook/Instagram, Twitter, YouTube, and Twitch combined have seen a new 
high in social video viewership at almost 29 trillion video views on March 31, 3.4 times 
higher than the seven-day high.

▪ Within Messenger, 70% more people are participating in group video calls, and 
time on those calls has doubled globally WoW.

• Facebook added a free group video chat feature called Messenger Rooms to compete with 
services like Microsoft Teams, Zoom, and Skype.

o Messenger Rooms will allow up to 50 people to join a video call.

o Roll out of this service will be available week of April 26.

• Topics that are trending socially:

o Staying informed on COVID-19 and sharing quarantine experiences.

o Staying positive – finding ways to relax, e.g., guided meditation and online workout 
classes.

o Staying occupied – streaming content such as concerts, cooking videos, and historic 
sporting events.

o Staying healthy – keeping on top of economic trends and ways to keep financial health 
stable.
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Facebook / Instagram
Staying Connected

KEY 

INSIGHT

Facebook saw a 10% usage increase MoM and a 17% revenue increase in 
Q1, as both brands and consumers try to stay connected . However, 
advertising demand has lessened in the past three weeks

SOCIAL



• Extend high-performing ads due to the lag in review/approval process

• Shift from performance marketing to mission-driven/brand awareness marketing

o Verizon recently reported a 20% week over week increase in web traffic. With more 
impressions and shifts in competition, CPMs are likely to decrease—which presents an 
opportunity to capture more reach

o Keep your audience members engaged with the latest news from your business and 
highlight how they can help consumers during these times with business activities 
such as:

▪ Shopping online during a promotional sale

▪ Purchasing gift cards

▪ Writing positive reviews online/sharing experience on social channels

▪ Shopping online and/or via phone/app use

• Focus on retargeting/warm prospects

o Due to the increase in browsing, over 75% of shoppers will leave without completing 
their purchase. Now is a great time to create retargeting campaigns to get visitors 
back to the site to complete a purchase with a promotion.

• Test Facebook and Instagram Live

o Those social distancing will be seeking opportunities to connect face to face. Real-
time Q&As, online check-ins, webinars, online demos, etc. will help keep audiences 
engaged with a brand and provide them with a sense of community during such a 
difficult time.
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Facebook / Instagram Strategies

KEY 

INSIGHT
MSI’s recommendations for ad strategy. 

SOCIAL



• In March 2019, live-streaming saw an average of 2.12 billion views per day. In 2020, views in 
March have increased to an average of 4.7 billion.

o YouTube saw a 19% growth during the March 12-25 compared to the previous 2-
weeks showing how quickly live streaming consumptions are shifting during 
quarantine.

o Since March 13, live streaming video views are up 9%

o Live Music Live Streaming is growing as people look for entertainment and a 
source of inspiration during hard times. This reached 81M minutes, which is 
equal to 155 years, watched per day across all viewers.

• In March 2019, engagements averaged 52 million per day across both platforms. In 2020, 
average engagements are 116 million per day; a 100+ increase YoY.

o Since March 13, live streaming engagements are up 8.3%
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Facebook / YouTube Live 

Streaming

KEY 

INSIGHT

Live-streaming is seeing a 100% increase YoY for both views and 
engagements.

SOCIAL

Global Live Streaming Views Per Day
YouTube & Facebook

Source Slightly
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YouTube Leads Social Media 

Consumption

Source Slightly

KEY 

INSIGHT

YouTube continues to be the leading ad-supported media platform in the 
US, accounting for 50% of all video views.

SEARCH



• YouTube grew 8% during March 2020, averaging 6.5B daily video views.

o March 28 had the most in a single day with 7.1B video views.

o Shifts in consumption are showing increases across 5 main categories: Sports, Music, Health & 
Fitness, People & Lifestyle, and Arts & Culture

o Although professional sports have shut down and major events like the Olympics have 
been postponed, consumer interest in sports content on YouTube is up 20% in April. 
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YouTube Leads Social Media 

Consumption

Source Slightly

KEY 

INSIGHT

Video views continue to increase across the platform specifically in 5 main 
categories.

SEARCH
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YouTube Pricing Decreases 

While Performance Increases

Source Slightly

KEY 

INSIGHT

In April, YouTube saw a 23% decrease in CPMS and 25% decrease in CPVs, 
while VCR increased 9% and view rates increased by 11%.

SEARCH

US Performance Auction Insights

VCR View Rate

CPM CPV
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Source Centro

• Search interest in Government has seen the most significant increase during this time as 
we experience the highest level of government intervention in everyday lives than most 
have ever experienced.

• News, Health, and Business have seen substantial interest growth as searchers look for 
information on health and economic impact of COVID-19

Google Ads Results –

COVID-19 Impact

KEY 

INSIGHT

Unprecedented government intervention is spurring search interest in how 
governments are handling the crisis.

SEARCH
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• Some industries are seeing extreme impact in their YoY clicks volume as a result of COVID-19

• Three of the most impacted industries are travel related: auto rental; travel and tourism; leisure 
and recreation. 

Google Ads Results –

COVID-19 Impact

KEY 

INSIGHT

Travel and Finance saw a severe impact in search volume in the past 
month.

SEARCH
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Google Ads Results –

COVID-19 Impact

Source Centro

• In more normal times customer reviews can be a fast and reliable way to understand how 
changes  to operations and products may be changing the perception of brand.

• However, during this time Google has disabled reviews until further notice.

KEY 

INSIGHT
Google is disabling reviews at this time in response to COVID-19

SEARCH



LONG FORM
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Long Form Advertising – Price 

Advantages

Source Marketplace Media Partners

•Long Form YOY cable pricing has been down roughly 10% in most instances, with anticipated 
pricing to return to normal beginning in Q3.

•Local market pricing down 15%-20% with the majority of rate reductions coming during 
early April
•A few cable networks have introduced new dayparts into their long form paid 
programming blocks due to production issues for regular programming driven by COVID-
19 disruptions
•Compared to early April, which was filled with concerns around inventory and overall 
uncertainty, May inventory has seen higher demand and expected continued stronger 
performance.

Category insight:
•New personal care products entering the market
•Kitchen/household category continues to outperform
•There were 9 kitchen/household long form marketers in the Top 25 LF spenders last 
week
•Health & Fitness advertisers represented 3 of the top 10 spenders last week as 
consumers rely more heavily on working out from home
•Auto warranty returning to LF after a brief hiatus as viewers shop for cheaper 
alternatives
•Public Service and Insurance, and travel, continue to be the hardest hit categories in 
terms of fall-off to ad spend.

KEY 

INSIGHT

Increased viewership across national and local media has led to strong 
long-form performance at MSI.



LONG FORM
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Long Form Advertising –

Network Highlights 

Source Marketplace Media Partners

Network Insights:
• Cable news, as well as lifestyle programming, continues to drive audience growth
• Lifestyle audience growth is being driven by new male viewership
• The leading lifestyle content provider Discovery Nets has seen 13 of their 17 networks’ 

audiences grow vs. Pre-COVID 6-week average
• Total audience is up 14% vs. the 6 weeks before the pandemic started.
As more people continue to be forced to work from home, research shows us:
• The largest YOY viewership growth continues to be in daytime & early fringe dayparts
• Audience growth has been mainly driven by the 35+ demos
• Sports & travel related networks have seen the largest audience fall-off

•Of the top 10 cable networks witnessing the largest increase in viewership over the past 2 
months, three of those networks offer long form/paid-programming blocks of time where we 
continue to expand our media footprint.

• FXM +100% viewership
• DIY +70% viewership
• FYI +65% viewership
• Linear TV ad revenues are down 27% YoY
• Sellers expect advertising impact to be significantly diverse across categories 

(e.g. Travel vs. Pet Supplies)
• Production challenges continue to be the leading marketplace challenge.

KEY 

INSIGHT
WFH is driving increased viewership across multiple genres.



DIRECT MAIL
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Direct Mail – Opportunities All 

Around 

Source Marketplace Media Partners

Sending Direct Mail During COVID-19
USPS is considered an essential business and continues to operate during the crisis.

• The USPS reports a significant drop in advertising mail.  This presents an excellent opportunity to be in 
customers’ mailboxes without competition.

• Similarly the retail shutdowns have led to excess capacity for printing and paper, which can lead to lower 
costs.

• While some categories are seeing large decreases (particularly apparel), demand for other categories is 
stronger, such as home, gardening, and personal care. Review your product listings for consumables that 
may be good for replenishment or subscription offers.

• Due to increased volume, Amazon is experiencing shortages and shipping delays, and is less of a 
competitive factor for either pricing or shipping.  In fact, third party sellers using Fulfilled by Amazon are 
finding that they can fulfill orders fast themselves.

• While ecommerce has been growing quickly, it is still small compared to retail overall – there is still a large 
group of retail-only customers who can now be more readily converted to web shopping.

• With product scarcity and increased demand, we are seeing evidence of price elasticity – customers want 
what they want and at this point may pay more for it.  Good margin opportunities.

• In general DM audiences are older (45+) and more affluent ($100k+) and are less likely to be impacted 

financially at this time. 

KEY 

INSIGHT
With homeowners receiving less marketing mail, B2C marketers can take 
advantage of direct mail.



CAMPAIGN CREATIVE
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Out of Home – Timely 

Messaging Is Key

Source OAAA/Geopath

• An analysis, conducted by Geopath, suggests that as the desire for the economy to reopen grows, so do 
opportunities for OOH and radio advertisers to reach consumers getting back on the roads. Inventory was 
tight in some markets pre-COVID-19 and with a no-cancellation policy, those markets will sell out 
quickly. Advertisers should be locking in locations now before mass restrictions are lifted to ensure they are 
positioned for success in the months to come.

• Geopath data shows 15 states increased their travel WoW. Mississippi and Alabama topped the list with an 
18% WoW increase in average miles traveled, followed by California with a 16.3% increase.

• Nine states had double-digit WoW increases: Tennessee; Arkansas; Louisiana; Maine; South Carolina; and 
Nevada. 

• Together with the CDC, the OOH industry continues to deliver unified messaging and supporting public-
information goals set by health professionals. OAAA is taking direction from the CDC as messaging continues 
to change state by state.

• OOH companies did allow advertisers to shift scatter placements to later in the year as long as the media 
spend remains in 2020. Permanent boards remain in place, and some advertisers have opted to replace 
current copy with more timely or relevant messaging, where possible.

KEY 

INSIGHT

Isolation and Social Distancing has impacted overall OOH media 
consumption for the short term.
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Moving Forward – Short Term

Source: Captivate,  IAB 

Media will continue to fluctuate based on the 
virus’s impact. Currently, 67% of advertisers have 
not yet determined changes to their media from 
July-December. However, March – June has seen 
an impact with traditional media being hit the 
hardest.
• Moving forward, digital is expected to see a 

better bounce back in May & June compared 
to traditional.

Tactical Changes based on COVID-19 

• We are continuing to see cord-cutting accelerating due to the increase of unemployment. This is likely to 
continue, with fewer homes consuming cable content over their set-top box.  

• Programmatic & OTT/CTV are seeing the biggest increases as brands try to reach their target consumer at 
home cross device. 

• CTV is the only device that is seeing an increase right now in ad revenue and a substantial 
decrease in CPM 

• Targeting is increasingly important to reach brand’s target audiences while they are home. 
• Audience/demo targeting 
• Mobile/tablets – as users screen time & secondary device usage is increasing 

• Video consumption continues to increase across social with YouTube as the leading platform 
• Live Streaming is seeing a huge increase as people search for human connection while at home 

As of April 27, over half of business decision makers are saying that their business is experiencing 
a downturn, but don’t expect it to last more than 90 days. 

o The majority of business professionals (tech, finance, media, etc.) are expecting to be 
back in office within the next 60 days

All industries are being affected by the virus, however differently. When possible, these best 
practices should be leveraged:

• Continue to advertise to maintain a connection with consumers
• Showcase how your brand is potentially helping with COVID-19
• Adjust creative messaging during this timeframe and offer discounts when possible
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Next Steps

Source OAAA

• Marketsmith will be updating this marketplace analysis throughout coming weeks to 
deliver the most up-to-date information for our clients.

• The goal is to provide insight that allows us to drive our media strategies and take 
advantage of current media trends and adjust to the fluid marketplace.

• The Marketsmith Client Performance and Media Team will be available to review the 
content with our partners and answer any questions:

o Changes to media strategy

o Revising media planning pricing as needed

o Adjustments to creative and messaging



INTRODUCTION

About Us. 

Marketsmith is one of the largest independent, woman-owned agencies of its kind. Headquartered just miles

from New York City for over 20 years, we are a full-service agency offering marketing, media, creative, and data

solutions. From some of the finest companies and public entities in the tristate area to national consumer goods

corporations, our approach is consultative and collaborative in finding customized solutions for all our clients’

needs. Marketsmith Inc. has built its reputation and business on its patented analytics software and human

ingenuity, giving the agency and its clients the data and analytics to inform every decision from strategy to media to

creative.

As a performance-focused omnichannel marketing agency, Marketsmith Inc. delivers real business impact and is

among the nation's fastest-growing integrated marketing agencies. Born out of direct-to-consumer response

marketing, our goal is to use data to optimize brand communication and deliver greater ROI across all channels

using the patented algorithms of our MarketsmithIQ marketing analytics platform. We make challenger brands

champions.
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We Are
MARKETSMITH, Inc.

marketsmithinc.com

2 Wing Drive, Cedar Knolls, NJ 07927

Contact information: Anne Picone | 973.889.0006 | apicone@marketsmithinc.com

http://www.marketsmithinc.com/

